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CONVENIENT CONTROL FOR PREMIUM 
POOLS AND BACKYARDS



    

MODEL NUMBER DESCRIPTION

HLWIRELESS OmniLogic wireless waterproof touchscreen remote

SPECIFICATIONS

WIRELESS ACCESS

With the ability to connect to home  
Wi-Fi networks, the OmniLogic 
remote can be used anywhere on the 
property. Its built-in, permanently 
sealed rechargeable batteries can 
hold a charge for up to two days off 
the charging cradle.

WATERPROOF DESIGN

Designed to be waterproof 
and buoyant, the OmniLogic 
remote offers complete control 
of pool, spa and backyard 
features without the need 
to use mobile devices in or 
around the water.

INTUITIVE USER INTERFACE

The OmniLogic remote features the 
OmniLogic user interface, so it feels 
familiar right away. Its 4.3″ color LCD 
touchscreen is easy to see both day 
and night, and its attractive look-and-
feel makes a good impression sitting 
next to—or floating on top of—any pool.
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Hayward® OmniLogic is the ultimate way to enjoy pool, spa and backyard control 
from anywhere. Its intuitive user interface makes features and settings easy 
to access, while its scalable platform grows with pool owners’ backyards. 
Plus, with mobile apps for iOS® and Android™ and full integration with home 
automation systems, it’s the complete solution for total backyard control. 

Discover more at thepowerofsimple.com.

MORE ABOUT OMNILOGIC

TOTAL CONTROL FROM ANYWHERE. EVEN THE MIDDLE OF THE POOL.
With the wireless waterproof touchscreen remote, accessing the powerful control capabilities of OmniLogic® is easier than ever.  
Pool owners can bring the remote into the water with them, make adjustments with wet hands—even leave it floating so it’s easy to 
grab without getting out.


